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T A X  P O R T A L

C L I E N T  E D I T I O N

An ecosystem for Tax and Finance
allowing for true collaboration



“ “ “Tax departments have a 

vision of a single ecosystem 

for all of tax globally. With 

this vision in mind Deloitte 

co-created a portal that is 

the ‘glue’ between clients 

and third parties (e.g.

service providers and/or tax 

authorities).

Together with industry 

leaders we continued to 

grow the portal with 

advanced use cases for tax 

and made it self-service so 

that clients can fully 

administer the portal 

themselves without 

involvement from Deloitte.

We are now serving clients 

in 13 industries that have 

users across over a 100 

countries and over 10 

different tax processes with 

a dedicated support team 

that can respond to any 

issues 24 hours per day –

every day. 

Trusted by companies
around the world

Client Credentials

The myInsight Client Edition portal is co-created with clients and enables advanced use cases for tax

Manufacturing | Internet/Social Media | Banking | Insurance | Financial Services | Oil, Gas, & Chemical | Semiconductors | Apparel | 

Airlines | Healthcare | Conglomerate | Wholesale | Entertainment 



“We think the portal will be essential and 
valuable to us to facilitate our new work-from-
home situation. We will be able to be much 
more effective because of this solution.“

— Client who previously implemented 
Deloitte’s myInsight Client Edition 



Proposed solution
myInsight Client Edition

Document management & 
data collection

Standard tax tags for easy 

search & custom forms for cash 

taxes paid & tax contributions

Workflow & due date tracking

Keep track of your tax 

obligations worldwide including 

people responsible

Ad-hoc PowerBI reporting

Inform your audit committee 

and internal stakeholders with 

accurate and timely reports

Tax risks & controls

All communications in one place 

including dedicated checks and 

controls for review and sign-off

Tax audit management

Track incoming audit 

information requests easily 

without losing oversight
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Various sources of information Prepare Tax Return and workings 

Prepare supporting Schedules 

Review Tax return

Raise comments and review notes 

File return with Revenue Authorities 

Raised Tax audit and queries 

Cash Taxes Paid 

Effective Tax Rates across entities  

Tax Risks 



You will have the ability to save emails, source data, returns 

and workpapers directly to the tax portal and find them easily 

months or years later by searching content within all 

documents based on key words ('tags').

The portal's document management feature 

provides access to tax documents spread across 

many sources and locations with easy search. It 

helps eliminate excessive time spent looking for 

the correct document including version control. 

Collaborate and share documents with full audit trail

Structured list of all relevant 

documents including tags

Navigation pane containing 

several customizable filters for 

easy drill-down

Key features in detail: document management & data collection



The portal sends out (optional) automated reminders and 

offers a real-time overview of your compliance status across 

all of your tax jurisdictions in an interactive dashboard for all 

tax types in scope.

With the portal’s robust workflow engine keeping 

track of global compliance due dates, documents, 

follow-up comments and review notes becomes 

much easier. 

Global tax compliance status overview with due dates
Visual summary of 

compliance obligations 

and tasks

Detailed overview containing relevant 

information for tracking purposes

Visual summary of all 

tax jurisdictions

Navigation pane containing 

several customizable filters for 

easy drill-down

Key features in detail: workflow & due date tracking



Assigning a control to a task results in a non-skippable 

workflow step and requires the tax preparer to complete the 

control steps. Once the controls steps are completed the 

results are visible in the controls report.

With the portal’s controls management feature 

controls can be defined and assigned to individual 

compliance tasks. Existing controls can later be 

modified to evolve with your risk management 

policy and new controls can also be added easily.

Risk description

including control objective 

Detailed information such as 

control steps and control owner

Define control types such as 

IFRIC23 and operational controls 

(e.g. sign-off)

Embedded tax controls linked to tax workflows
Key features in detail: tax risks & controls



With the portal’s forms feature, incoming tax audit 

information requests can be captured centrally and in real-

time. When it comes to tax audits, details count. The portal 

gives you quick access to all critical documentation and 

information.

Tax audits are inevitable, but they don’t have to be 

stressful. Get through any tax audit with efficiency 

and ease using CE’s audit management features. 

Record incoming questions, gather documents, 

keep track of audit activity and coordinate among 

the people involved in the audit.

Answers provided by 

(local) tax managers

Quick glance to see whether 

questions have been answered

Questions to inquire specific 

data or information

Forms to manage tax audits and information requests
Key features in detail: tax audit management



For example, local tax teams can enter cash tax paid versus 

forecasted amounts directly into the portal using the 

questionnaire. The result is summarized and visualized in an 

interactive dashboard using Microsoft PowerBI.

With the portal’s built-in data collect features 

unwieldy Excel files, distributed on a global scale, 

are transformed into digital questionnaires. The 

questionnaire can for instance be used to capture 

tax amounts and the total tax contribution across 

all your tax types.

Data collection form to capture 

actual vs. forecasted amounts that 

is the source of the PowerBI report

High-level breakdown per region, 

country, tax type, tax obligation and 

entity

Visual summary of actual vs. 

forecasted amounts pulled from the 

data collection form (shown to the 

right)

Cash tax amounts paid by entity, region and tax type
Key features in detail: ad-hoc PowerBI reporting



Rigorous cyber security to safeguard your data

IT Infrastructure

Privacy & data transfers

Development & testing

Encryption, data transfer & virus protection

Information security

Hosting environment

Security - Password

Security – Encryption & data

Data back-ups, disaster recovery & business continuity

Security - Facility

Security - Network infrastructure

• Microsoft Azure Cloud Services are used and all services are monitored using 

Azure system monitoring software (e.g. System Center Operations Manager 

(SCOM), Operations Management Suite (OMS), and Azure App Insights)

• The Deloitte Cloud Security Control Framework provides baseline minimum viable 

product (MVP) controls in line with industry accepted standards and align to cloud 

control frameworks such as SOC-2.

• Permits only HTTPS traffic for secure communication using Transport Layer 

Security (TLS). All virus prevention and detection activities are deployed and 

managed from a central console.

• myInsight Client Edition data is replicated in real- time from the primary site to 

remote disaster recovery sites via an encrypted virtual private network (“VPN”).

• The data centers are ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified. Other applicable standards 

include SOC-1, SOC-2, and ISO/IEC 27018. Procedures describe resources, 

communications, and how various types of incidents are handled.

• Microsoft provides the physical security controls for Azure. Security badges are 

coded to grant individual access rights only to the parts of the building that are 

required. Security staff is onsite 24/7.

• Hosted globally around the world in primary and secondary Azure data centers 

segregated by geographical region and was developed utilizing privacy by design 

principles.

• myInsight Client Edition uses Single Sign-on to authenticate users. Password 

requirements follow client IT policies. Each myInsight Client Edition userID is per 

client IT policy. MFA is required for all user access.

• Compatible with Internet Explorer (IE) version 11+ or current versions of Google 

Chrome. myInsight Client Edition is based on Microsoft SharePoint Online. .NET 

C#, Angular JS and HTML is used for custom development.

• Authentication services for myInsight Client Edition are provided by the Azure 

Active Directory. All data at rest within myInsight Client Edition is encrypted using 

Azure Storage Encryption. Keys are managed through Azure Key Vault.



And benefits that extend beyond the bottom-line

Value

Fewer silos

Risk mitigation

Faster access to one 
version of the truth

Standardized processes

Efficiency gains

Improved planning

Cost savings

• Connected tax processes and connected corporate functions

• Common user interface, workflow, and document management platform

• Transparency and accountability supported by a global compliance calendar

• Access and reporting to key tax department filings, documents and data

• Effective communication through integrated tools and processes

• Searchable through key document tags and keyword search capability

• Documented and controlled workflows supporting efficient processes throughout 
the tax department

• Increased efficiency and productivity

• Advanced search, bulk assignments, and drag-and-drop capability

• Designated idea repository and tax data analytics platform

• Ability to prioritize and track planning ideas and future projects

• Corporate enterprise platform, reducing inefficient methods of information sharing

• Facilitates self-service, lower support costs, and consolidation of disparate platforms
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